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Installation Instructions 11-22-20

Model SF3-TRSB-KIT

F3 Rear Saddle Bags & Trunk Kit

Steps needed to install your F3 Saddle Bags & Trunk
DO NOT USE IMPACT DRILL ON BOLTS OR NUTS.
(Stainless Steel Hardware is Softer Metal and can strip the threads.)

You must use lubricant on bolts and nuts to prevent galling. Minimum WD40, preferably Anti-Seize Stainless Steel
Lubricant MRO 1000

Right Rear Lights Connector

Right Rear Lights Connector Disconnected

1.- First Remove the Rear Passenger Seat as shown above. Find the Left and Right main connectors for rear taillights.
Unplug each connector and connect the supplied new wiring cable harness sockets between the existing and new harness.

2.- Remove the side rear grab bar bolts as shown

3.- When adding the new rear trunk rack assembly, it is best to have another person to help hold the mount in place while adding
the spacers and bolts below. Start with the rear bolts Circled in Red above both sides first. Do one bolt each side at a time.

4.- Install the aluminum spacers as shown above in each location.

5.-Install the rear mount first then add the saddle bag brackets on top of the rear trunk mount as shown above.
Be sure to install the center bolt with washers each side and locknut on inside.
Make sure the spacers stay in position. The rear trunk mount is design to fit exactly over the grab bar mounting holes so the
alignment should fit snuggly once you add the washers and blots as shown. Do the same for the other side. Secure all bolts.
Next install the saddle bag as shown

6.- Run the wires to the trunk and saddle bag for each side. Each side wiring harness does not matter which cable plugs into the
ddle bag or the trunk. Be sure to wire tie the trunk wires as shown to existing wiring and all excess wiring to be wire tied up and placed
next to the factory plugs, out of the way. Do the same for the other side.

7.- Now check all wiring to assure that the brake, blinker and driving lights are working.
If so, install the rear passenger seat and lock the rear trunk in place. Make
sure, again the left & right taillight wires for the trunk are plugged in and working.
Your F3 Trunk and Saddle bag kit should be completed.

Max weight limit for trunk & saddle bag is 10 pound each.
47 L of Trunk Storage and each Saddle Bag 23 L

Your F3 Saddle Bags and Trunk are now installed! Enjoy the NEW additional storage space for Helmets etc.
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